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For this �ll, use concentric circles to �ll in the empty space. Vary the size 
of each ring rather than growing them by an even amount to give a 
random e�ect. You can also randomly vary the line thickness from thick 
to medium to thin to give it some additional interest. This e�ect is most 
easily created using a compass, or freehanded.

SHADING #1 - CIRCLES & RINGS 

For a slightly Asian e�ect, try these concentric fans. Start with a smaller 
ring and then make a few rings larger than it. Begin your next “fan” 
slightly o�set from your �rst, making the same number of rings. Each set 
of “fans” staggers from side-to-side and moving upwards from your 
starting point. Fan rings can also be of di�erent line widths. I �nd that 
the outermost ring looks nice when it’s drawn a little more heavily. It 
seems to accent the overall pattern better. This pattern is very useful to 
make a fancy scale e�ect for dragons!

Almost like a large stipple pattern, a dotted outline is a nice way to �ll 
space around irregular shapes. Here I have them following the shape of 
a triangle but this e�ect can be used to �ll any background or inner 
area. Make your �rst row of dots fairly small and tight together, and then 
for each row out from that make them larger and more spaced out.

Even outlines expanding from irregular shapes can be a fast and easy 
way to �ll in a background. Simply outline your shape over and over. If 
you have many shapes, outline each a bit at a time and then when they 
�nally reach to touch each other you can “merge” them as you see here. 
This e�ect is very fast to do and gives you lots of colouring options 
after!


